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Del Rey Books, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 176 x 108 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The epic battles between Optimus Prime and Megatron have long
thrilled Transformers fans. But these two giants weren t always great leaders and bitter foes. This
new novel continues the electrifying saga that started with Transformers: Exodus, unveiling the
origins of the conflict--the explosive events that unfolded before Optimus and Megatron arrived
Earthside, forever altering the destiny of their kind. Once allies, Optimus and Megatron are now
enemies in a civil war. To prevent Cybertron from falling into Megatron s hands, Optimus jettisons
the planet s heart, the AllSpark, into space, then sets out to find it with Megatron hot on his heels.
Optimus is determined to defeat Megatron, bring the AllSpark home, and restore Cybertron to its
former glory. But a saboteur lurks aboard Optimus s spaceship, and ahead lie lost colonies, some of
them hostile. Optimus needs help of the highest caliber, but from whom? Heroes such as Solus,
Nexus, and Vector Prime are just names from make-believe stories of long ago. Or are they? Maybe
it s time for Optimus Prime to find out. Maybe it s...
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Merely no words and phrases to describe. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to find out.
-- Hyman Auer-- Hyman Auer

I actually started out looking over this publication. It can be writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will probably be
transform as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.-- Prof. Dayne Crist Sr.
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